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Paul, 

ICC is about to implode because child-witnesses from Dr Congo withdraw their statements in courtroom. 

Laywers of these kids are appointed by mr Luis Moreno Ocampo - and are terrible stupid...corrupt sanctimonious
creeps, only after a place in a historybook-. 

Geert Wilders, our mini-Hitler who has to appear in courtroom for the makig of hatred against Moslims, has a lawyer
mr G.Spong. 
Spong received hatemail and claims a bodygard. 

I am NOT being threatend at all! 

I don't know what will happen to you. 
Israel was much clearer to me. 

But I do know 'that you support the wrong people and don't undo your mistakes'. 

Again... 
You have the right to commit suicide, but not the right to kill others. 

Los Angles is the Mecca of hatred for the Taliban & Alqaida. 
Taliban drops rockets on Camp Holland in Uruzgan. 
Alqaida is hunting Wilders & Spong? 

From the day 'you make up with me, you are save'. 
When you continue on the path you are on now, you will be hunted soon... Logic. 

You have already presented yourself as a 'supporter of war & lawless lives, who misues me as a cover for your
ignorance & hatred'. 

How long will it take before you CHANGE? 

I don't know 'what will happen to you -  when - but there will be something...'. 
Only because you want to be a tyrant who makes people obey him. 

How much is that stupid Grammy worth? 
You could have had it all: Me, grammy and your brainless American lifestyle in healty harmony with war. 

How much is your life worth? 

Desiree 
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